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Karim Guest New York 
Spring / Summer 2019  

Menswear  
 

For this collection my focus is on new proportions as well as developing interesting 
surface structures through special knitting techniques.  

  
I am exclusively using very high-end materials, which help me create these details 

and structures. I use cottons, silks, summer cashmere, linen-silks, cotton-silks. All of 
these materials are washed, very soft, cooling and convey a feel of cocooning.  

  
I play with transparent finishes versus non-transparent ones. I use monochromatic 
color stories to focus the eye on the details that are important to me and to create 
interesting and calming moods. I play with colors versus non-colors. Always making 

the man who is wearing a piece or a look of the collection the focus.  
  

My collection is not complicated and easy to combine. All pieces work with each 
other. You can go for luxury essentials as well as more fashion driven styles. You can 

go for more subtle colors as well as for strong color choices.  
 

I want my clients to have fun with this collection, find the look they are comfortable 
with and pieces that accompany them through a hot summer day and a cool spring 

evening. From day to night and week to weekend… dress up and dress down 
whenever you feel like it.  

  
It is summer and it is about friends and family, about travel and exploring, about 

relaxing, good conversations, adventures, good food and wine, sleeping under an 
umbrella, listening to the waves… enjoy.  
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Tim	Kalkhof	(in	the	center)	wears	
>	BEEK	=	cardigan	jacket	with	three	patch	pockets	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	black	with	stripe	detail	in	contrast	color	inside	sleeve	
cuffs	and	waistband	in	midnight	blue	(749€	)	
>	BRADY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	black	with	stripe	detail	in	contrast	color	inside	sleeve	cuffs	
and	waistband	in	midnight	blue	(649€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	black	(379€	)	
>	BRITT	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	black	(129€	)	
>	BRER	=	scarf	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	black	(249€	)	
	
Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BAXTER	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	with	3-d	pattern	and	two	pockets	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	(449€	)	
>	BRANDT	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	in	washed	silk-cotton	mix	in	black,	see-thru-look	(349€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	detail	on	each	side	in	black	(399€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	(79€	)	
	
Riad	Terence	Edwards	(on	the	left)	wears	
>	BLAKE	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	with	knitting	details	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	(449€	)	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey/	black	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	left)	
wears	

>	BEAT	=	Single	Breasted	3	on	4	Button	
Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	
grey	with	3	Patch	Pockets	with	contrast	
stitch	detail	in	light	silver	grey,	contrast	
stitching	detail	in	light	silver	grey	for	all	
button	holes	and	buttons,	center	Vent	
(549€	)	
>	BYRON	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	in	100%	
washed	silk	in	black	(479€	)	
>	BENJAMIN	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	detail	on	each	side	in	
light	silver	grey	(399€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	(79€	)	
	
Tim	Kalkhof	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BRAYLEN	=	Single	Breasted	2	on	3	
Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	
in	iron	grey	with	2	Patch	Pockets	with	
contrast	stitch	detail	in	light	silver	grey,	
contrast	stitching	detail	in	light	silver	grey	
for	all	button	holes	and	buttons,	center	
Vent	(549€	)	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	
baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	
in	light	silver	grey/iron	grey	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	
iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Riad	Terence	Edwards	wears	

>	BLAKE	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	
with	knitting	details	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	iron	grey	(449€	)	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	
baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	iron	grey/	black	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	
in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	left)	
wears	

>	BALTHAZAR	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	
stripe	details	on	upper	arms	in	light	silver	
grey/	iron	grey/	black	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	
iron	grey	(379€	)	
	
Tim	Kalkhof	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BALDAWIN	=	long	sleeve	cardigan	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	light	silver	grey	
with	stripe	details	on	lower	arms	and	
lower	body	in	iron	grey/	black/	light	silver	
grey	(399€	)	
>	BRIER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	
with	possom	detail	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	light	silver	grey	(329€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	
iron	grey	(379€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	(79€	)	
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Michael	R.	Halpern	wears	

>	BALTHAZAR	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	
in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	
with	stripe	details	on	upper	arms	in	
light	silver	grey/	iron	grey/	black	
(349€	)	
>	BARRETT	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	
cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	
each	side	in	light	silver	grey	(379€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	wears	

>	BILL	=	Single	Breasted	3	on	4	Button	
Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	
light	silver	grey	with	3	Patch	Pockets,	
with	stripe	detail	on	each	side	of	the	
body	and	underneath	the	sleeves	in	
iron	grey,	center	Vent	(599€	)	
>	BENDER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	light	silver	grey	
with	3-D	all-over	pattern	(399€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	
in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	wears	
>	BRAYLEN	=	Single	Breasted	2	on	3	Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	2	Patch	Pockets	with	contrast	stitch	detail	in	
light	silver	grey,	contrast	stitching	detail	in	light	silver	grey	for	all	button	holes	and	buttons,	center	Vent	(549€	)	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	light	silver	grey/iron	grey	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	wears	

>	BRAYLEN	=	Single	Breasted	2	on	3	
Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	iron	grey	with	2	Patch	
Pockets	with	contrast	stitch	detail	in	
light	silver	grey,	contrast	stitching	
detail	in	light	silver	grey	for	all	button	
holes	and	buttons,	center	Vent	(549€	)	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	
baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	light	silver	grey/iron	grey	
(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	
in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
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Riad	Terence	Edwards	wears	
>	BALDAWIN	=	long	sleeve	cardigan	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	scarlet	red	with	stripe	details	on	lower	arms	and	lower	body	in	iron	grey/	off	
white/	scarlet	red	(399€	)	
>	BOBBY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	scarlet	red	with	stripe	detail	in	off	white/iron	grey	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	iron	grey	(379€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	scarlet	red	(79€	)	
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Michael	R.	Halpern	wears	

>	BAILEY	=	Double	Faced	Front	Zip	
Jacket	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	
scarlet	red	(outside)/	iron	grey	(inside)	
with	2	chest	flap	pockets	and	2	side	
pockets	(599€	)	
>	BRIER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	
sweater	with	possom	detail	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	(329€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	black	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	
in	black	(399€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	black	(79€	)	
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Tim	Kalkof	wears	

>	BUFORD	=	Single	Breasted	2	on	3	
Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	
cotton	in	scarlet	red	with	2	Patch	
Pockets,	center	Vent	(529€	)	
>	BENDER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	scarlet	red	
with	3-D	all-over	pattern	(399€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	iron	grey	with	cargo	
pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	
in	iron	grey	(399€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	(in	the	center)	wears	
>	BAXTER	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	with	3-d	pattern	and	two	pockets	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	(449€	)	
>	BYRON	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	in	100%	washed	silk	in	midnight	blue	(479€	)	
>	BENJAMIN	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	detail	on	each	side	in	cobalt	blue	
(399€	)	
	
Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BEAT	=	Single	Breasted	3	on	4	Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	3	Patch	Pockets	with	contrast	stitch	detail	in	
peacock	blue,	contrast	stitching	detail	in	peacock	blue	for	all	button	holes	and	buttons,	center	Vent	(549€	)	
>	BANE	=	long	sleeve	v-neck	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	stripe	detail	in	off	white/peacock	blue	(349€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	detail	on	each	side	in	midnight	blue	
(399€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	(79€	)	
	
Riad	Terence	Edwards	(on	the	left)	wears	
>	BUZZ	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	with	knitting	details	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	peacock	blue	contrast	color	detail	
(499€	)	
>	BUBBA	=	long	sleeve	v-neck	sweater	with	possom	detail	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	(329€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	midnight	blue	
(379€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	wears	

>	BALTHAZAR	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	
in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	
blue	with	stripe	details	on	upper	arms	
in	cobalt	blue/	off	white/	midnight	
blue	(349€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	
washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	
cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	
each	side	in	midnight	blue	(399€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	
100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	
(79€	)	
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Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	left)	wears	
>	BAILEY	=	Double	Faced	Front	Zip	Jacket	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	(outside)/	cobalt	blue	(inside)	with	2	chest	flap	pockets	and	2	side	
pockets	(599€	)	
>	BARTON	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	cobalt	blue	(649€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	midnight	blue	(399€	)	
>	BRITT	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	midnight	blue	(129€	)	
	
Riad	Terence	Edwards	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BRADEY	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	baseball	sweater	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue/cobalt	blue	(349€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	midnight	blue	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	midnight	blue	(379€	)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	peacock	blue	(79€	)	
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Tim	Kalkhof	(in	the	center)	wears	
>	BUDRICK	=	Single	Breasted	2	on	3	Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	ochre	clay	with	2	Patch	Pockets,	with	stripe	detail	on	each	
side	of	the	body	and	underneath	the	sleeves	in	black,	center	Vent	(599€	)	
>	BYRON	=	long	sleeve	crew	neck	in	100%	washed	silk	in	black	(479€	)	
>	BARRETT	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	ochre	clay	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	black	(379/140,37)	
>	BUSTER	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	(79€	)	
	
Michael	R.	Halpern	(on	the	right)	wears	
>	BAXTER	=	shawl	collar	cardigan	jacket	with	3-d	pattern	and	two	pockets	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	ochre	clay	(449€	)	
>	BRIER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	sweater	with	possom	detail	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	ochre	clay	(329€	)	
>	BARRY	=	sweat	pants	long	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	detail	on	each	side	in	black	(399€	)	
>	BRITT	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	black	(129€	)	
	
Riad	Terence	Edwards	(on	the	left)	wears	
>	BRIAN	=	Single	Breasted	3	on	4	Button	Sport	Coat	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	3	Patch	Pockets,	center	Vent	(529€	)	
>	BENDER	=	long	sleeve	crewneck	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	3-D	all-over	pattern	(399€	)	
>	BETO	=	sweat	pants	shorts	in	100%	washed	cotton	in	black	with	cargo	pockets	and	stripe	details	on	each	side	in	black	(379€	)	
>	BRITT	=	hat	with	rolled	edge	in	100%	washed	summer	cashmere	in	ochre	clay	(129€	)	
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